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As RIDE Shakedown approaches its 10th

anniversary in Canada, the

much-anticipated event will be returning to

U.S. soil for the second time in 2011.

The competition, which draws some of the

biggest names in the industry, was a huge

success during the first U.S.-held RIDE

Shakedown event in Seattle. Additionally,

spectators of the 2011 competition can

expect a European leg of the event in

Germany. Both the U.S. and German legs

are now part of The Swatch TTR World

Snowboard Tour, which features the industry’s leading snowboarders and snowboard events. With these three

competitions combined, over $100,000 will be up for grabs in March.

Brendon O’Dowd, co-founder of DIZZLE Entertainment and organizer of the RIDE Shakedown, expressed his

excitement in bringing the competition back to Washington.

“The first U.S. edition of the RIDE Shakedown was a stellar success and we’re pleased to be back in Seattle

again this year,” O’Dowd said. “With this second round, we’re giving fans an action packed halftime show with a

music stage, and it’s free. Action and entertainment are definitely on the program!”

The event is set to take off at The Summit at Snoqualmie on March 18 and 19 and will feature breathtaking feats

by top riders performing on the rails and projecting into the wide open space for the Big Air.

Both top-ranked riders and rookies will be hitting the slopes during the amateur qualification round of the RIDE

Shakedown to fight for a spot in the semi-finals where they compete against the invited pros. For amateur riders

interested in participating, qualification rounds will be held across the USA via the TransWorld SNOWboarding

TransAm series with the overall TransAm tour champions winning automatic qualification in the RIDE Shakedown

finals at the Summit at Snoqualmie. For complete details, visit the RIDE Shakedown website.
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